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PARABOLIC PERFORMANCE & REHAB AND SPORTIKA
ANNOUNCE PARTNERSHIP
Parabolic Performance & Rehab, a leading sports performance training and physical therapy
practice and Sportika, a sports training and development facility in Manalapan, New Jersey,
announce a partnership that will integrate Parabolic’s service offerings to help Sportika athletes
perform at their highest potential. The new partnership will officially be called “Parabolic
powered by Sportika.” Parabolic’s staff is comprised of Doctorate-level physical therapists and
nationally recognized sports performance coaches.
Sportika is the largest training facility on the East Coast, containing 170,000 square feet of indoor
space and 44,000 sq ft of outdoor field space. Sportika includes a 97,000 sq ft high quality indoor
turf (the largest in NJ) with a 54 foot high ceiling and 50,000 sq ft. of hardwood courts for
basketball and volleyball. In addition, Sportika has 3,000 sq ft. of strength & agility training space
and 6 multi-purpose meeting rooms.
"Parabolic offers nationally recognized physical therapy and elite performance training, giving our
athletes the greatest opportunity to succeed on the field,” said Parabolic CEO, Steve
Frohlich. “Our venture with Sportika provides us with an amazing partner and the best training
facility on the East Coast. Our caliber of treatment and training was once limited to Division 1,
Professional and Olympic athletes…we're thrilled to provide these services to Sportika and the
surrounding community."
Sportika will be the home for Parabolic’s 2018 NFL Draft prep program. Over the last three
years Parabolic has trained over 60 NFL hopefuls for their combine and/or Pro Day including
Trevor Siemian (Denver Broncos), Michael Burton (Detroit Lions), Will Tye (New York Giants),
Tyrell Williams (Los Angeles Chargers), Quentin Gause (Denver Broncos) and Steve Longa
(Detroit Lions). The 2018 Draft Prep program will provide Parabolic clients with the most
comprehensive program to date featuring indoor/outdoor field space, physical therapy, speed
and agility training, video and classroom sessions all on site in one facility.
“Sportika is excited to partner with Parabolic to provide first class sports performance training
and physical therapy for our academy athletes,” added Sportika CEO Jeffrey Jordan. “Our
mission is to serve and support the whole child, and by offering a medical component to our
academies, we can provide another level of service which will help our athletes get stronger and
faster in a safe environment. With Parabolic on site, we provide our athletes real-time support,
whether it be speed & agility, strength & conditioning, or physical therapy services. This
combination is a game changer and sets Sportika apart from other training facilities.”
Sportika is located at 150 Woodward Rd, Manalapan, New Jersey, 07726. For more information
on Parabolic’s partnership with Sportika, please contact Ami Dow at 973-744-2770 or via email at
Ami@GoParabolic.com.
About Parabolic: Parabolic Performance & Rehab (PPR) is a multi-site state-of-the-art sports
performance and physical therapy practice with locations in Montclair, Little Falls, Hackensack, and
Manalapan, New Jersey as well as Chicago, Illinois. PPR provides Sports Performance Training, Physical
Therapy, Massage Therapy and Acupuncture. Parabolic bridges the gap between the healing process and
sports performance. Its Doctorate-level physical therapists and nationally recognized sports performance
coaches work symbiotically to treat and strengthen each client to maximize their individual potential.
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